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BEGINNING MARKET BASKET 
Base: 12” X 6” Height: 4” not including handle FF = Flat / Flat Reed, reed that is flat on both side FO = Flat / Oval reed, reed that is flat on 1 side & oval on the other side. Material: 

 5/8” FF Natural Stakes –  10 @ 18”  
 5/8” FF Natural Stakes –   6 @ 24” 
 3/8” FF Natural Fillers – 5 @ 16” 
 #1 or #2 Round Twining – 80” Long 
 3/8” FF Natural Weavers -282”(23 ½’) 
 Misc. Size color Weavers – 120”(10’) 
 5/8” FO Natural Outer Rim – 1 @44”  
 5/8”FF Natural Inner Rim – 1@44” 
 #6 or #7 Round Natural Rim Filler 1@ 40” 
 3/16” FO Lasher –1@120” (10’) 
 1 – 6” X 10” D – Handle 

 Base Soak stakes and fillers a few minutes. On the back side (fuzzier side) mark center of each stake & filler. 
Lay the 6 long stakes horizontally in front of you, lining up center markings and spacing evenly. The 5 - 3/8” filler pieces get placed in between the 6 stakes. Weave the handle into the base. Have the filler stakes on top of the bottom of the handle & the 5/8” stakes will be under the handle.  
On each side of the handle, weave 5 - 18” stakes. Use an over one, under one pattern.  
 The stake next to the handle weaves under the stakes & over the 3/8” filler. 
 The 2nd stake weaves over the stakes & under the fillers. 

At all times keep your basket moist. The easiest way to do this is with a spray bottle. 
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 The 3d stake weaves under the stakes & over the 3/8” filler. 
 The 4th stake weaves over the stakes & under the fillers. 
 The 5th stake weaves under the stakes & over the 3/8” filler. Repeat the pattern on the other side of the handle    Chicken Feet Once the stakes are all woven into the base the fillers will get “chicken feet. Split filler stakes down the center to the outer perpendicular stake. Gently bend split filler over the outer perpendicular stake. If necessary, trim the filler so that the ends will be hidden. Tuck under the second stake in the basket.                         
Twine: around the base using #1 or #2 Round. 
Fold round reed in half. Hook on one of the stakes. Now think of this as 2 pieces of reed. The weaver that is under the stake comes up &crosses over the weaver that is on top, the other weaver that was on top now moves to the bottom of the next stake. The weavers cross over each making a really skinny X as they move from stake to stake. Only think about one stake at a time, or you will become confused. When you reach a corner, pay attention to which weaver you move first. It needs to catch at the corner & not slide between where the stakes cross.  
 Weave the Body of Basket 
Bend the stakes over, they may creak & groan but if they are wet enough should not break. At this point they will be somewhat upright, but floppy. Note: Clothes pins are a basket weaver’s best friend at this point. Use clothes pins to hold the weavers to the stakes. By about row 4 this will no longer be necessary, but on the first few rows use as many clothes pins as you need. As you progress in your basket 
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making you will need less clothes pins, but they are always a part of modern day basket makers tools.  Weave the body of the basket with 3/8” FF natural & misc. color material in a “Start-Stop” fashion. Weave the weaver around the stakes. Do not bend the stakes around the weaver. On each row there is an overlap of the weaving material of 2 stakes, with the ends of the weaver hidden behind the stakes. Start the next row in a different location than the previous row. This is so that one section of the basket is not thicker than the rest of the basket, which is what would happen if the rows all started & stopped in the same location. Never start / stop a row on a corner.  Weave the following: Natural- 3 rows 3/8” FF Dyed – 3-5 rows 1/4” or 3/8” Natural – 2-3 rows 3/8” FF For a total of 4” The last row is the rim row is woven with 3/8”FF. This row is under the rim, so it will not be seen.  Cut & Tuck Soak the top of your basket before tucking and trimming the outside stakes. As a general rule, you do not want to soak the handle itself. It will raise the wood fibers making the handle rougher & may cause the bottom joint to separate. Once soaked, bend all stakes on the outside of the last row over (the rim row), to the inside of the basket. Tuck these stakes into the 2nd row down, on the inside of the basket. Trim to hide the ends. Trim stakes on the inside of the last (rim) row even or slightly below the top of the rim row.  
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 Rim Place the 5/8” FF on the inside of the basket over the rim row. It just lays against the inside of the basket; Hold in place with clothes pins. Overlap the ends by about 2.” Place the 5/8” FO along the outside of the basket. The FO should overlap itself about 2”. Trim the ends to lay flat.  Set the RR rim filler in between the 5/8” rim rows. The rim filler will start & stop at the handle.  Lashing the rim: On the inside of the basket anchor one end of the 3/16” FO, hiding the end under the inside rim. Using a “whip stitch”, bring the lasher over the rims to the outside then under the rim then back to the inside. Pull tight. Continue around the basket. You may make X’s at the handle if you wish. The lasher will run between each stake and over the rim material at an angle.  Secure the end of the lashing on the inside of the basket, after reaching back around to the beginning. Wrap once around the inside rim & then hide the end down into the weaving.   Enjoy using your basket.  

Remove Material 


